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Executive Summary
Climate change presents many challenges;
however, the negative impacts are not
equally distributed across communities.
Supporting disadvantaged communities
through regional planning today will
make them stronger in the future. This
project supports the development of the
Transformative Climate Communities (TCC)
Grant for Pomona, however, expands this
work examining resilient strategies aimed at
strengthening Pomona neighborhoods in the
face of climate change.

ANALYSIS
Understanding of the project area was
developed through a combination of
community meetings, site visits, and spatial
analysis. This analysis of the project area
identified key vulnerabilities that include:
Economic Viability, Equitable Access, Street
Safety, and Pollution Burden.
Consolidating all the insights from
community meetings, site visits, and spatial
analysis, key opportunities were identified
such as: economic opportunities for local
businesses along Holt Ave.

and Downtown, integrating the Gold Line
station, introducing complete streets along
major corridors, improving food access in
the project area’s southern neighborhoods,
increasing green space in neighborhoods
with poor park access, and improving
neighborhood cohesiveness.

PROJECT AREA PLAN
Key vulnerabilities and opportunities guided
the development of a Project Area Plan that
outlines policies, land use concepts, and
programs needed to create the vision of a
more livable, vibrant, and resilient Pomona.
To realize this vision, it was necessary to
establish four goals:
1. Increase transportation opportunities.
2. Improve public health and wellness.
3. Expand economic opportunities.
4. Enhance community identity and 		
cohesiveness in neighborhoods.
In order to achieve these goals, attainable
objectives were created, measured by
action items such as policies, program
implementation and/or technology,
implemented throughout the project area.

NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN
In order to effectively visualize the Project
Area Plan, four different neighborhoods
were chosen to illustrate key components.
The neighborhood designs also illustrate
how the same goals, objectives, and action
items can be implemented in different ways
solving the unique challenges present in each
neighborhood.
The Gold Line focuses on designing a
walkable, pedestrian and transit-oriented
community to serve as a local and regional
resource for the community.
East Holt Avenue explores property
redevelopment for increased economic
opportunities, while prioritizing street safety.
Downtown and Western University examines
interventions to create a vibrant, revitalized
downtown area, promoting active lifestyles
and fostering stronger relationships within
the neighborhood. Lastly, Washington Park
looks to renovate a community node to
better serve a more diverse population.
More equitable access for this neighborhood
is created by increasing housing, transit, and
healthy food options for its residents.
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Project Overview
ABOUT

Gar

ey

Ave

.

A consortium of city departments,
institutions, and community-based, nonprofits are pursuing a Transformative Climate
Communities (TCC) Grant for Pomona.
The TCC Working Group, “Pomona ACTS,”
has identified a preliminary 5 square
mile project area and is in the process of
developing a grant proposal, which includes
downtown, parts of four historic districts,
and the future Metro Gold Line station. This
project supports the development of the
grant proposal, but also expands this work
to examine resiliency strategies aimed at
strengthening Pomona neighborhoods in the
face of climate change.

Holt Ave.

Mission Blvd.

Figure 1.1 Vicinity Map
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Requirements
The grant prioritizes funds for disadvantaged
communities, which Senate Bill 535
defines as “the top 25% scoring areas from
CalEnviroScreen along with other areas
with high amounts of pollution and low
populations.”

Past Awardee: City of Ontario, Huerta de Valle
Image by Norma Lopez

Long-term Viability
To gauge project efficiency over time,
communities awarded this grant are
to monitor and report greenhouse
gas emissions using a quantification
methodology certified by the California Air
Resources Board.

TCC

The Transformative Climate Communities
(TCC) grant is part of California’s Climate
Investment program utilizing Cap-and-Trade
dollars to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The TCC grant opportunity aims to
achieve environmental, social, and public
health benefits through infrastructure
and development projects while avoiding
displacement of residents and businesses.

Past Awardee: City of Ontario, Huerta de Valle
Image by Norma Lopez
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Disadvantaged
Communities
CLIMATE CHANGE

Low-income, minority communities are
the most vulnerable to the impacts of
climate change. With an increase in heat
waves, drought, and air pollution, these
disadvantaged communities will be paying
larger percentages of their income on basic
necessities, have reduced job opportunities
due to lack of transportation access, and are
less likely to have weather-related insurance
(Morello-Frosch et al., 2009).
Low-income neighborhoods typically have
less tree canopy coverage and become
urban hotspots, a phenomenon known as the
“heat island effect” (EPA, n.d.). Residents
are less likely to have air conditioning,
more likely to be waiting for public transit
without any shade, more susceptible to
heat-related illnesses (Kersten, 2012) and
likely to spend proportionately more of
their income towards electricity (MorelloFrosch et al., 2009). This wealth inequality
will become more apparent as temperatures
continue to rise due to climate change.

CALENVIROSCREEN 3.0

CalEnviroScreen 3.0 (CES) is a tool created
as part of CalEPA’s Environmental Justice
Action Plan that allows planners, designers,
and scientists the ability to “analyze the
impacts of multiple pollution sources in
California communities” (CalEnviroScreen,
2018, p. ii).

cumulative pollution burden. The
Transformative Climate Communities grant
program requires that more than half of a
project area must overlap with census tracts
within the top 10 percent of disadvantaged
communities, and the remainder of the
project area must be in the top 25%.

The Transformative Climate Communities
Program prioritizes California’s most
disadvantaged communities, identified by
Senate Bill 535 and illustrated by CES. CES
looks at pollution exposures, environmental
effects, sensitive population indicators,
and socioeconomic factors. The result is an
interactive mapping tool that displays the
highest scoring census tracts in California
for pollution burden.
Percentiles
Most of the project area’s CES score
falls within the 90th - 100th percentile
statewide, meaning few of California’s
8,000 census tracts have a greater

Figure 1.2 CalEnviroScreen 3.0 Score’s in Project Area
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Climate Change
Climate change is expected to have many
negative impacts. Although the impacts of
climate change are expected to be more
severe as years go on, the community of
Pomona has already been hit with troubling
news headlines such as:

Extreme Weather
Events

Cal-Adapt
Scenario

Time Frame

*Projected
Impacts

Extreme Heat Days

RCP 4.5
RCP 8.5

2030-2099
2030-2099

+14 days
+24 days

Extended Drought

RCP 8.5

2023-2042

+4.4 ° F
(maximum
temperature)
-4.4 inches
(accumulative
precipitation)

*calculated from Cal-Adapt by UC Berkeley

(Gutierrez-Jaim & Lynn, 2018; Heat advisory extends from
Southern California valleys as far east as Pomona as temps top
100, 2019; The Effects of Climate Change n.d.; Rocha, 2015)

UC Berkeley’s Cal-Adapt scenarios,
which “provides a view of how climate
change might affect California” can help
one understand what is to come (CalAdapt, n.d.). Cal-Adapt predicts impacts
such as annual mean temperature, annual
minimum temperature, annual number of
extreme heat days (days exceeding 101.1 F in
Pomona), and annual number of heat waves
(more than 4 consecutive extreme heat
days).
4

Photo by Markus Spiske on Unsplash

Photo by Pawel Czerwinski on Unsplash
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Cal-Adapt looks at two possible scenarios
based on when action to mitigate climate
change is taken. These scenarios are called
Representative Concentration Pathways
(RPC) and is defined the amount of the
expected GHG for a time period, which was
adopted by IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change). The first scenario,
called RCP 4.5 is where emissions decline
after 2040. The second scenario, RCP 8.5,
is where they continue to increase through
2100.

Extreme Heat, 2019). Extreme heat is
already such a threat the Department of
Homeland Security is providing preparation
tips for citizens to effectively deal with its
increase (Extreme Heat, 2019). It is also
identified by the Department of Homeland
Security as the leading cause of death
annually, due to weather-related hazards
(Extreme Heat, 2019).

AIR QUALITY

Extreme heat is not the only factor that
has such cause for concern. Worsening air
quality is not only bad for the environment,
but also for individual health (City and
Community Health Profiles: Pomona,
2018). The California Healthy People Index
already puts Pomona in the 1st percentile
(1 being worst, 100 being best)for it’s
environmental air cleanliness score (City
and Community Health Profiles: Pomona,
2018).

EXTREME HEAT

As can be seen in the table on the previous
page, extreme heat days the project area
are expected to increase by a minimum
of 14 days per year as well as maximum
temperatures rising a minimum of 4.4 ° F
. This means heat stroke, heat exhaustion,
heat cramps, and deaths due to heat related
illnesses will most likely increase. In addition
to these issues extreme heat causes more
evaportation which contributes to droughts
(Climate Central, 2017). As can also be seen
in the table on the previous page, increased
drought is also an issue with precipitation
decreasing a minimum of 4.4 inches per
year. Drought poses an increased threat to
water resources, and people are projected
to be further exposed to worsening poor air
quality (The Effects of Climate Change, n.d.;

Photo by Martin Adams on Unsplash

Photo by Daria Shevtsova from Pexels
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Key Assets
COMMUNITY STORIES

One thing the Strategic Growth Council
is looking for in awardees, is a community
who has experience working together and
collaborates well, and who will adequately
apply the funding to benefit local
neighborhoods.
From the annual chalk art festival, the
quarterly collectors street fair, the monthly
artwalk, weekly farmers market, to the daily
swap meet, Pomona has worked hard to
build its sense of community.

Existing Momentum
In the face of climate change, it is growing
ever more important to foster a culture
community resilience. There are already a
number of nonprofits and grassroot groups
making a direct impact in Pomona.

EXAMPLES OF EXISTING
EFFORTS:
Clean & Green Pomona:
Addressing community conditions
through urban greening.

Institute for Public Strategies:
Empowering residents to be safe
regarding public-health related issues
through training and assistance.
Day One:
Build vibrant, healthy cities by advancing
public health and empowering youth.
GRID Alternatives:
Install solar electric systems for families
in underserved communities at no-cost.

Images from Downtown Pomona Social Media
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These are some of the existing community
efforts currently gaining momentum in the
fight for a healthier, resilient Pomona.

Photo by Edwin José Vega Ramos on Pexel

A Story of Resourcefulness
One neighborhood community was unhappy
with the existing conditions of their park
restrooms because they didn’t have doors
or dividers between stalls. The community
brought in old curtain rods and shower
curtains to provide some sense of privacy.
A Story of Resilience
One elderly woman lives in a community
with other folks who cannot or do not
drive and are unable to conveniently get to
the faraway grocery stores. This woman’s
daughter drives her to Costco once a week
to stalk up on household commodities from
food to toilet paper, in bulk, for her
neighbors to come and shop conveniently
within a short walk of their home.

Gaining Momentum
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Key Vulnerabilities
ECONOMIC
VIABILITY
Economic Conditions
Redevelopment Potential

EQUITABLE
ACCESS
Food Access
Park Access
Commute Inefficiencies

STREET
SAFETY

ECONOMIC VIABILITY

Photo by Morgen Ruby

EQUITABLE ACCESS

Photo by Victor Preciado

Unsafe Conditions
Prioritizing Safety

POLLUTION
BURDEN

POLLUTION BURDEN

STREET SAFETY

Daily Traffic Volume
Industries
Waterways
Photo by Martin Adams on Unsplash

Photo by Morgen Ruby
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Economic
Viability
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Even though poverty levels vary due to
household size, they are still a good indicator
of a community’s economic health, and
income families require to cover basic needs.
High Poverty
Various poverty levels throughout the
project area illustrate a disparity between
North and South Pomona, creating a divide
LEGEND
60-85%
45-69%
20-44%
0-19%
Project Area Boundary
City of Pomona
Boundary

Figure 1.3 Percentage in Poverty
8

through the middle of the project area.
Northern parts of the project area have
22-44% of its residents living below the
poverty line, higher than both the City of
Pomona’s average of 20.1%, and Los Angeles
(LA) County of 14.2%. (US Census Bureau,
2018). In the southern portion of the project
area communities have upwards of 60% of
its residents living below the poverty line.
Poverty results in a lower quality of life
where impoverished populations are more
likely to experience adverse health outcomes
when exposed to environmental pollution.
(ACS, 2018; CalEnviorscreen 3.0, 2018).
Lack of Job Opportunities
A comparison between Pomona’s jobs and
workers conducted by the Lyle Center at
California State Polytechnic University,
Pomona in 2016, shows Pomona has a jobs/
worker ratio of 0.52, only enough jobs for
about half its residents (Bureau of Labor
statistics, 2012; Lyle Center 2016). With
only one job for every two workers, Pomona
residents have to commute out of town,
adding transportation expenses increasing
financial stress. Lack of jobs is contributing
to Pomona’s reported unemployment rate of
5.1%, higher than both State of California’s
(4.1%) and the LA county average
unemployment rate (4.4%) (US Census
Bureau, 2018).

1 in 5
Pomona Residents

Regularly
can’t afford
Basic Necessities
(Food, Clothing, Shelter)

REDEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

Pomona’s high level of poverty, reported
unemployment, and underemployment are
vulnerabilities the city faces moving forward,
however there are strong possibilities for
economic improvement and redevelopment
potential within the project area.
A model using vacant land, assessor data,
and opportunity zone incentives, are not
the only metrics that should be considered,
but can be used as a starting point to look
at commercial and industrial properties that
may possess redevelopment potential.
Assessor Data
Assessor data is used by developers often
as a metric to identify properties that are
underutilized, where investment in new
construction can increase the value. Using
land and improvement values from LA
County Assessor’s office, improvement
ratios were calculated to help identify
properties that have redevelopment
potential. After calculating improvement

Gaining Momentum
Analysis
ratios (IR), 66% of commercial and
industrial properties within the project area
were identified as underutilized, with an
IR less than 1.0, making them candidate
for potential redevelopment based on the
model.
Opportunity Zones
Opportunity zones are areas within
communities where new investments,
under certain conditions, may be eligible for
preferential tax treatment (California DOF,
2020). Properties identified as underutilized
were then compared to designated
opportunity zones to which have more
opportunities for enhanced development.

LEGEND
Redevelopment Potential
IR < 1.0

More potential

0.0- 0.5
0.51-0.99
IR> 1.0 Less Potential
Opportunity Zones

KEY TAKEAWAYS

The model built on assessor data
indicates many opportunities for
redeveloping properties located within
Downtown Pomona as well as the
commercial corridor along Holt Ave.
Developing underutilized properties
can help create opportunities for more
local jobs, alleviating unemployment
and underemployment challenges, and
increase economic opportunity where
residents are investing in the local
economy.
Figure 1.4 Redevelopment Potential Using Land Imporvment Ratios
9
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Equitable Access
FOOD ACCESS

Figure 1.5 shows two factors, cardiovascular
disease rates (CVD) and access to healthy
food. At the tract level, this map shows the
distribution of heart attack emergency visits
per 10,000 people (CalEnviroScreens, n.d.).
Higer rates of emergency room visits are
found in the southern area of the project.
CVD is strongly linked to diet (The
American Heart Association, n.d.). A serious
concern in low income communities are
when there are high rates of CVD and
low access to healthy food, such as fresh
produce. Avaliability, can contribute to
strongly to an unhealthy diet.
As can be seen there is a significantly higher
concentration, 70%, of healthier food
establishments above Holt Avenue. Most
establishments below are food banks, which
are typically open fewer hours than grocery
stores and may have other requirements for
access. In fact the tracts with the highest
rates of cardiovascular disease in the project
have no grocery stores or farmers markets
at all. These neighborhoods do have markets
and convience stores, however their healthy
food options are severly limited.
10

Figure 1.5 Food Access Map
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PARK ACCESS

Parks help communities be engaged
in physical and recreational activities.
According to the Trust for Public Land,
physical activity increases strength,
flexibility, and endurance; improves mood;
enhances psychological well-being; and
relieves symptoms of depression and anxiety.

LEGEND
parks
areas beyond a 5-minute
walk from parks

A significant portion of the project area is
beyond a 5-minute walk (¼ mile) to local
parks. Figure 1.6 shows that neighborhoods
on the northwest, central, and southeast
have the least access to local parks. Parks
build healthy communities as neighborhood
residents with public green spaces enjoy
stronger ties (Trust for Public Land, 2006).
On the other hand, the project area and
the City of Pomona in general have low
tree canopy coverage in comparison to
their neighboring cities. Based on i-Tree
Landscape, the project area and the city in
general has significantly less coverage than
Claremont (18.8%) and La Verne (12.5%).

Figure 1.6 Gaps in Access to Local Parks
11
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COMMUTE INEFFICIENCIES

The Gold Line is extending to Pomona
in 2025, which is a huge asset to the
community as a regional connector to high
paying jobs as well as desired locations.
However, it presents challenges as well. It is
entering in the northern end of Pomona, and
the northern end of the project area, where
there is higher levels of income and car
ownership. Towards the southern end, there
is lower levels of income and car ownership,
and thus a greater need for this access.
The current transportation system is not
currently efficient enough to support
the people who rely on it. Figure 1.7 gives
an idea of how well people are served by
mapping the distance from 25 randomly
selected residential parcels to the future
Gold Line Station. It shows how long it
would take to get to the gold line, assuming
one had to get to their job in Downtown
Los Angeles by 8:00 AM on a weekday.
Although there is also a Downtown Pomona
Metrolink station, limited service along the
Riverside Line diminish its utility as a transit
option for commuters. People living in the
southern end of the project area would have
an additional 50 minute commute to the
62 minute gold line ride, some of which is
spent waiting for transfers and walking. For
12

LEGEND
Future Gold Line station
Future Gold Line extension

Sources: Google Maps, 2019
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Figure 1.7 Commute Times to Future Gold Line Station Based on Current Servicing
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example, someone living near Washington
Park would have 15 minutes of walking,
12 minutes of waiting for a transfer at the
Bonita and Town Avenue stop, and an overall
52 minute local commute, just to get to the
gold line station.

LEGEND
bus lines
Future Gold Line station
Future Gold Line extension

Foothill Transit Bus
Figure 1.8 displays Pomona’s current bus
route network. This map is showing all the
foothill transit bus routes with a quarter mile
buffer, or about a 5-minute walk surrounding
each transit stop. Currently, just over 15%
of the residential zoning in our project area
does not have access to a bus line within a 5
minute walk. This may sound like adequate
coverage, except the bus routes often lack
frequent servicing, which adds substantially
to commute times.

KEY TAKEAWAY

There is an opportunity to provide
first and last mile connections from
people’s homes to the first node of their
trip, particularly for residents in the
southern portion of the project area.
Improved transportation can better serve
the community by providing a more
convenient access to places people want
and need to go.

Figure 1.8 Pomona Bus Routes
13
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Street Safety
UNSAFE STREETS

Stakeholder testimonial and concerns,
inventory mapping, and field work were used
to identify unsafe streets within the project
area.

BIKEWAY CLASSIFICATION
testimonials have indicated vehicles travel
much faster along these roadways. Wide
streets and wide travel lanes, as seen on main
project area roadways, are associated with
higher vehicle speeds, creating dangerous
conditions for pedestrian and bicyclists
(Fitzpatrick et al., 2000).
Bike Infrastructure
Pomona has three main classes of bikeways,
Class I Multi-use or shared paths, Class
II Bike Lanes, and Class III Bike Routes,
each providing different level of safety and
protection for bicyclists.

Photo by Laurel Skinner

High Vehicular Speeds
Posted speed limits within the project area
range from 25 mph on local roads to 45
mph on major arterial roads, with the most
prevalent being 35 mph, seen on Holt Ave,
Mission Blvd, and Garey Ave. Although
posted speed limits do not seem that high,
field work and community stake holder
14

Class I: Multi-use or shared paths that
provide a completely separate right-ofway and are designated for exclusive use
of bicycles and pedestrians.
Class II: Striped lanes on roadways
providing greater separation from
vehicular traffic designated for the use of
bicycles.
Class III: On street routes designated
by signs and/or pavement markings for
shared use with vehicular traffic.
(Pomona ATP, 2012).

Lack of Infrastructure
Since the adoption of the Pomona’s 2012
Active Transportation Plan, bikeways have
increased, filling gaps in bike infrastructure.
Connectivity however is still limited. In
the instances where bike infrastructure
intersects, it requires use of less safe class III
routes, bringing bicyclists closer to vehicular
traffic.
The Project area’s most heavily trafficked
roadways Holt Ave and Mission Blvd, and
Garey Ave, are also the cities commercial
corridors. These roads do not have adequate
bike infrastructure creating dangerous
conditions along these important corridors.

Photo by Morgen Ruby
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PRIORITIZING SAFETY

Streets are often the most underutilized
public spaces in cities due to prioritizing
vehicle efficiency. Prioritizing street safety
for all users is important because streets can
play a much larger role, due to the fact they
are the places where communities live, work,
play, and interact (National Association of
City Transportation Officials, 2012).
To understand street safety more
comprehensively, Statewide Integrated
Traffic Records System (SWITRS) data
and Transportation Injury Mapping System
(TIMS) at UC Berkeley, was used to map
pedestrian and bicycle collision resulting in
injuries.
LEGEND

Density of Collisions
Higher Density
Lower Density
Pedestrian
Collisions

Bike Collisions
There were approximately 608 bicycle
injuries, (2003-2012), within Pomona city
limits (SWIRTS, 2012), 65% occurring
within the project boundary. Arterial
roadways such as Mission Ave, Holt Blvd,
and S Garey Ave were responsible for 46%
of those injuries and lack bike infrastructure.
Unsafe streets have created a sense of fear,
resulting in cyclists riding on sidewalks, or
avoiding certain streets all together.
Pedestrian Collisions
Out of 683 reported pedestrian injuries
(2003-2012), 52% occurred within the
project area. High vehicular speeds, poor
roadway conditions, and crossing challenges
present safety issue for pedestrians. The
majority of pedestrian crossings have faded
or are unmarked all together, making them
nearly impossible to see at night or until
it’s too late to avoid collisions. (Ortiz, et al.,

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Figure 1.9 Density of Bicycle Collisions

Density of bike collisions are clustered
arterial roads with posted speed limits
of 35+ mph and no bike infrastructure
Holt Ave, S Garey Ave, and Mission Blvd.
Pedestrian collision density appears more
evenly distributed around the project area
but is still concentrated along roads with
posted speed limits 35+ mph especially
where multiple high speed roads intersect.

2017). Unsafe streets deter pedestrian use,
active lifestyles, and street activity which
impacts employment opportunities and
reinvestment in local economies (Smart
Growth America, 2019).
LEGEND
Density of Collisions
Higher Density
Lower Density
Bicycle
Collisions

Figure 1.10 Density of Pedestrian Collisions
Specific collisions identify dangerous
zones along project area roadways, but
they also provide spatial locations where
residents are actively using streets;
whether it be biking, walking, or driving.
Understanding the most active locations
will help to prioritize street improvements
making them more impactful for the
residents.
15
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Pollution Burden
Pollution burden is also one of the project
area’s key vulnerabilities. People who reside
within or adjacent to the project area are
potentially exposed to different pollutants.

LEGEND
80,000 - 240,000 vehicles
15,000 - 30,000
750 - 15,000
less than 700

DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUME

Due to the project area’s proximity to
freeways and major streets, various
parts of the project area are potentially
exposed to particulate matter and other
automobile-related pollutants. Based on
recent data from California Department
of Transportation and City of Pomona, the
Interstate-10, Holt Ave., Garey Ave., and
Towne Ave. have the greatest average daily
traffic volume among the roadways that
transect across the project area. Daily traffic
volume can peak up to 30,000 on streets
and up to 240,000 on freeways (Caltrans,
2018; City of Pomona, 2013).
Being a disadvantaged community, this
poses a public health threat to its residents
especially to the sensitive populations pregnant women (causing infants to have
low birth weight) and people afflicted with
cardiovascular diseases and asthma (Office
16

Figure 1.11 Average Daily Traffic Volume on the Project Area’s Major Roadways
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LEGEND
industrial parcels
1/8-mile buffer
1/4-mile buffer

of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment, 2017).

INDUSTRIES

The project area is comprised of several
industrial facilities that could be major
pollutant sources. These facilities include
recycling centers, waste tire sites, auto
dismantling shops, waste transfer stations,
wood debris facilities, and trucking
companies. According to California
Environmental Protection Agency’s Pomona
Initiative Report (2018), several facilities
violated regulations related to operations,
stormwater management, and waste
management. Being in close proximity to
residential and commercial areas which
could imply that a significant amount of
people are potentially exposed to pollutants
coming from these industries.

WATERWAYS

Figure 1.12 Location of Industrial Properties in the Project Area

In relation to the project area’s polluting
industries, two channelized waterways
(Figure 1.13) transect them which could then
imply that there is potential contamination
along these areas. These waterways
further flow the San Gabriel River and
the Santa Ana River so there is a risk that
these waterways potentially pollute both
watersheds and river systems.
17
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Pollution burden is mainly caused
by the project area’s large portion of
current industries and its transecting
major roadways. If not managed
properly, these industries pose a risk to
residents by exposing them to harmful
chemicals and to waterways through
contamination. Meanwhile, proximity
to high volume roadways increases
chances of acquiring particulate
matter-related illnesses.

Photo by Sancho Cagulada
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LEGEND
channelized waterway
industrial parcels
San Gabriel watershed
Santa Ana watershed
contamination potential

Figure 1.13 Waterways and Watersheds in Relation to Industrial Properties
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Mapping the
Neighborhoods

LEGEND
unidentified neighborhoods
landmarks
nodes
major edges
minor edges
districts

*

NEIGHBORHOOD IMAGE

Kevin Lynch, a 20th century urban
planner, pioneered a method of assessing
neighborhood identity and imageability.
Lynch developed a language for interpreting
urban elements and their ability to
contribute to a strong sense of identity.
These elements include nodes (gathering
spaces such as parks or plazas), landmarks
(well known unique objects such as church
steeples or public sculptures), and edges
(boundaries that define the limits of a
neighborhood, such as busy roads or railroad
tracks). This language was used to map
neighborhoods in the project area and assess
the strength of their identity and image.

FINDINGS

Due to inadequacy of nodes, landmarks,
and the presence of strong edges, the
midsection of the project area lacks identity
and cohesiveness. This opens opportunities
for improvements since they are adjacent to
Holt Ave. and the Metrolink rail corridor.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Gold Line District
Palomares Park
Yorba
Ted Greene Park
Medical District
Hacienda Heights
Wilton Heights
Lincoln Park
Downtown
Western University
Ralph Welch Park
Park Avenue
Oak
Washington Park
Industrial District
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Figure 1.14 Neigborhood Identity and Image in the Project Area
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Key
Opportunities
Consolidating all the insights obtained
from community meetings, site visits, and
spatial analyses, the team identified six
key opportunities on how to achieve the
project’s goals and objectives. These will
then guide the team in formulating a suitable
project area plan.

1

Figure 1.15 Create economic
opportunities for local businesses
along Holt Avenue and Downtown

Photo by Yonghyun Lee from Unsplash
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2

Figure 1.16 Integrate the upcoming
Gold Line station to the project area
for improved access and mobility

Photo by Dan Burden on Flickr
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3

Figure 1.17 Introduce complete streets
along Garey Avenue, Towne Avenue,
Holt Avenue, and Mission Boulevard

Photo by Laura Sandt on Flickr

4

Figure 1.18 Improve food access on the
project area’s southern neighborhoods
to improve health outcomes

Photo by Megan Markham on Unsplash

5

Figure 1.19 Increase green spaces on
neighborhoods with poor park access
and divest from polluting industries

Photo by Nerea wwMarti Sesarino on Unsplash
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6

Figure 1.20 Improve neighborhood
cohesiveness on areas along the
midsection of the project area

KEY TAKEAWAYS

These opportunities concretize the
team’s stand that Pomona holds
so much potential in transforming
into a better community. The team
believes that Pomona has a strong
and resourceful community to be
proud of, and this is constantly being
echoed by community members and
city staff based on previous meaningful
converstations with them.
It is important to emphasize that
recognizing this existing asset is critical
in order to be not blindsided by the
issues and problems Pomona is facing,
specifically in the project area.
Continuingly gaining momentum is
essential for Pomona to move forward
and become livable, vibrant, and
resilient.

Photo by Anna Earl on Unsplash
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Site Visit Photos taken by Team Members
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Project Area Plan
Framework
VISION

Through the analysis phase of this project, a
vision was formulated based off of collected
data, reports, and community stories:
To build upon the existing momentum of
community efforts to create a livable, vibrant,
and resilient Pomona.

GOALS

To realize this vision, it was necessary to
develop goals, representing ideal outcomes
that encourage high performance.

OBJECTIVES

In support of each goal are three to four
objectives, or clear and measurable targets
representing a step toward achieving a goal.

ACTION ITEMS

Each objective has three to five action items
which represent a tangible activity working
towards attaining an objective; whether it be
through policy, program implementation, or
technology.
Figure 2.1 Project Area Plan Framework
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Figure 2.2 shows a spatial representation of
the project goals. Increasing transportation
opportunities will target the project area’s
major roadways and rail stations. Moreover,
public health and wellness improvements are
focused on southern neighborhoods and
park-poor areas. Lastly, expanding economic
opportunities and enhancing community
identity and cohesiveness will concentrate
on the midsection of the project area,
including parks and vacant lots.

Goal 1: Increase
transportation
opportunities
Goal 2: Improve public
health and wellness
Goal 3: Expand
economic opportunities

*

Goal 4: Enhance
community identity and
cohesiveness
in neighborhoods
parks and open spaces

Figure 2.2 Spatial Representation of the Project Area Plan
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Increase transportation
opportunities
Based on the analysis, key concerns rose
surrounding street safety, equitable access,
and preparing for the incoming Gold Line.
With numerous pedestrian and bicycle
collisions and lack of efficient bus routes,
further analysis was necessary to better
understand the root of these challenges as
well as what could be achieved to improve
transportation opportunities within the
project area. Table 2.1 lists the objectives and
action items in support of this goal.

OBJECTIVE 1
Improve transit access

As shown in Chapter 1, Figure 1.7, Pomona’s
transit system is currently inefficient and

Photo by Morgen Ruby
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unreliable. While a bus system exists, it is
important to provide equitable access to all
residents, including services for the elderly
and the disabled. People need transit to
commute for work, pick up groceries, take
kids to school, and for leisure. It is important
to improve transit access in terms of
frequency, area served, and efficiency.
For example, Action Item 1.1B aims to
improve transit access within the project
area and thus the overarching goal of
increasing transportation opportunities.
San Gabriel Mountain
s

three miles apart. This presents a unique
opportunity for better route connections at
a regional scale through bridging the gap in
equitable access.
Garey Avenue Express
Input gathered from Pomona ACTS inspired
the proposed Garey Avenue Express, a Local
Rapid Transit (LRT) route running between
the Downtown Pomona and Pomona North
rail stations.
LEGEND
Garey Ave
Express
transit hubs
rail network

San
Bernadino
Union
Station

Riverside

Inte
rsta
te 10

Garey Ave

Goal 1

Figure 2.3 Derived from 2019 Metrolink System Map

The existing Metrolink rail system seen
in Figure 2.3 connects the Inland Empire
and LA county through parallel rail lines
running in the east-west direction. The
only intersection of lines is between San
Bernardino and Riverside and at Union
Station in downtown Los Angeles.
Pomona is in a unique situation where two
Metrolink rail lines and the future Gold Line
resides within city boundaries, approximately

Holt Ave
Mission Blvd

0

0.5mi

Figure 2.4 Proposed Garey Avenue Express
While driving between these stations takes
10 minutes, the existing 291 bus line makes

N
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additional stops, resulting in a travel time of
about 20-30 minutes.

sight and some bicyclists are seen riding on
sidewalks.

The LRT line will complement Metrolink
and Gold Line time schedules, about one
to three times per peak work hours at the
current capacity- subject to change with
future demand.

Promoting walkability can achieve improved
street safety through active transportation
efforts, traffic calming, and road dieting
along major street corridors.

The walkable urban fabric improves public
safety and perception of comfort, not
to mention the environmental benefit of
eliminating cars from the road, thus reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. Supporting TOCs
can promote Pomona’s economic, social,
and environmental well-being.

Figure 2.5 Proposed Garey Avenue Express Vs. Existing

OBJECTIVE 2
Promote walkability and bike-culture
by implementing and enhancing
P
 omona’s Active Transportation Plan
Community members shared they avoid
running, walking, or biking on certain streets
because of the danger of cars. Site visits
confirmed the large distances between
crosswalks on major roadways, the lack of
bike lanes, and an overall safety concern,
particularly on Holt Ave., Garey Ave., and
Mission Blvd. Jaywalkers are a frequent

service, bikeshares, and bus rapid transit
to planning for ride-hailing services like
Uber and Lyft. They encourage denser
development with opportunities for
affordable housing, increased job access,
and overall connection. By building a more
transit-oriented community that caters to
the pedestrian to support walkability and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
vehicular traffic.

Photo by Ernest Ojeh on Unsplash

OBJECTIVE 3
Cultivate transit-oriented communities
(TOCs) around the Gold Line and
Downtown rail stations to support
walking, biking, and taking transit
Transit-oriented communities (TOCs)
promote alternative modes of transportation
away from the single occupancy vehicle.
These multimodal options range from rail

Photo by Kanan Khasmammadov on Unsplash
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GOAL 1: Increase transportation opportunities
OBJECTIVE 1
Improve transit access
Objective 1:
Increase municipal
tax revenue through
enhanced
development of
OBJECTIVE
2
commercial
and

Promote w
 alkability and bikeculture by implementing and
enhancing P
 omona’s Active
Transportation Plan (ATP)

A. Expand bus network to underserved nieghborhoods
B. Decrease travel times to Gold Line by increasing bus frequency and providing Local Rapid Transit (LRT)
between the Gold Line and Downtown Pomona Metrolink stations
C. Facilitate transit justice through programs that encourage minority, low-income, and senior populations
D. Decrease single-occupancy vehicles among inter-city commuters through carpooling and carshare
programs
A. Implement bikeshare programs throughout major nodes such as Washington Park and transit hubs
B. Implement road diets along Holt Avenue, Garey Avenue, and Mission Boulevard to better support the
safety and well-being of the community
C. Increase traffic calming methods at high-collision intersections like Holt Avenue, Garey Avenue, and
Mission Boulevard
D. Hold open-street events within downtown area and near transit hubs to promote pedestrian and bicycle
culture
E. Implement the proposed Class I & II bike lanes by Pomona’s ATP
F. Create mid-block crossings along Holt Ave, Garey Ave, and Mission Blvd where there is more than a half
mile without a crossing

OBJECTIVE 3
Cultivate transit-oriented
communities (TOCs) around the
Gold Line and Downtown rail
stations to support walking, biking,
and taking transit
Table 2.1 Goal 1 Objectives and Action Items
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A. Adopt high-density mixed income housing to create TOC nodes
B. Have carshare program in TOCs where every resident has access without financial burden
C. Incorporate extensive tree planting, creative signage, and street improvements to define ‘transit hub,’
increase safety, and help reduce urban heat island
D. Bring in mixed-use residential and commercial to help boost local spending as well as create a destination
for both residents and Gold Line and Metrolink users
E. Create safe, comfortable connections to walk, bike or roll to/from transit through First-Last Mile
connections
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Goal 2

Improve public health and
wellness
Pollution burden and lack of access to parks
significantly affect the communities within
the project area. Existing industries and
major roadways contribute to the pollution
and potentially exposes residents nearby.
Table 2.2 lists the specific objectives and
action items to improve public health and
wellness.

OBJECTIVE 1
Improve access to resources and
amenities that promote health and
wellness
Figure 2.6 shows several neighborhoods
in the project area are not within walking
distance from local parks. These findings
show that there is a need to increase
equitable access to parks and open spaces.
There is also a need for improved access to
healthy foods such as fresh produce near
these underserved communities, in order
to address public health issues such as high
rates of cardiovascular disease.

For example, Action Item 2.1E calls for
investing in parks and green spaces for
neighborhoods where there are gaps in park
access.
The map below shows how many
neighborhoods in the project area are
not within walking distance (quarter mile)
from local parks. The American Journal of
Preventive Medicine documented several
studies that an improved access to places for
physical activity combined with informational

outreach produced 48% increase in physical
activity frequency.
Creating avenues to be engaged in an
active and healthy lifestyle is beneficial for
neighborhoods regardless of age group. As
stated by the Trust for Public Land, a U.S.
surgeon general reported that people who
engage in regular physical activity benefit
from reduced risk of premature death,
coronary heart disease, hypertension, and
non-insulin-dependent diabetes.

LEGEND
gaps in park access
local parks

*

Figure 2.6 Gaps in Park Access

Photo by Laurel Skinner
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Alongside increased access to parks and
green spaces, building community gardens
or other forms of green spaces provide
places in low-income neighborhoods for
people to experience a sens of community
(Trust for Public Land, 2006).
University of Illinois and University of
Chicago conducted a study showing that for
public housing residents, levels of vegetation
in communal spaces predicted the formation
of neighborhood social ties. According
to this study, presence of vegetation and
neighborhood social ties were significantly

related to residents’ sense of safety and
adjustment.

OBJECTIVE 2
Decrease pollutant sources and
exposure from industrial zones and
roadways
Transecting the project area are busy
streets, railroad tracks, and industries that
cause air pollution. Specific action items
revolve around environment-related tasks
such as proper waste management, stricter
environmental regulations, truck rerouting,
and industry reprioritization.

OBJECTIVE 3
Enhance underutilized spaces through
urban greening

Photo by Billings Brett via Pixnio
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The project area, specifically downtown, has
several vacant and parking lots that are not
being fully utilized. Even during business
hours, most of the spaces on these parking
lots are not being used throughout the day.
This is an opportunity to reclaim these lots
to create more green spaces. Furthermore,
streets such as Mission Blvd. are too wide in
comparison to its daily traffic volume. Similar

Photo by Sancho Cagulada

streets can be reconfigured by improving
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure such
as adding tree canopy and vegetation along
sidewalks and street medians, dedicating
steet lanes into protected bike lanes.
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GOAL 2: Improve public health and wellness
OBJECTIVE 1
Improve access to resources and
amenities that promote health and
wellness

A. Improve bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure on roads and sidewalks			
B. Invest in physical fitness equipment and exercise stations for local parks, schools, and community centers
C. Increase tree canopy and vegetation in local parks, schools, and community centers		
D. Collaborate with the local healthcare sector to reach out to neighborhoods with high sensitive populations
about health and wellness resources			
E. Invest in parks, community gardens and other forms of green spaces for neighborhoods further than a
quarter mile from existing parks
F. Increase number of retail stores that sell fresh produce within a mile of schools and low-income
neighborhoods

OBJECTIVE 2

A. Regularly inspect and impose stricter penalties on industrial businesses to ensure compliance to local and
state environmental code and regulations			

Decrease pollutant sources and
exposure from industrial zones and
roadways

B. Implement transitional office and/or retail zones to avoid residential areas being directly adjacent to
industrial areas
C. Incentivize businesses who uses electric or hybrid vehicles and trucks for logistical operations 		
D. Create a greenhouse gas emission inventory to establish a baseline and work towards measurable emission
reduction plans
E. Discourage warehousing and other industrial uses with significant truck traffic in areas within close
proximity of housing

OBJECTIVE 3
Enhance underutilized spaces
through urban greening

A. Utilize some vacant lots and parking lots in the downtown area to create public spaces with trees and
vegetation to support higher density housing in these areas
B. Dedicate underutilized street lanes on Holt Avenue, Mission Boulevard, Towne Avenue, and Garey Avenue
for bike lanes, tree canopy, and parklets			
C. Incentivize business owners and residents to design their properties with vegetation that manages
stormwater			
D. Increase tree canopy and vegetation within a quarter mile around schools and parks

Table 2.2 Goal 2 Objectives and Action Items
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Goal 3

Expand Economic
Opportunities
High poverty levels, unemployment, lack
of local jobs, and numerous vacant and/or
underutilized properties are prevalent within
the project area. These factors led to the
development of attainable objectives that
aim to expand economic opportunities for
within the project area. Table 2.3 lists the
objectives and action items in support of this
goal.
LEGEND
New Development
Potential
Opportunity Zone

OBJECTIVE 1
Increase municipal tax revenue through
enhanced development of underutilized
commercial and industrial properties
Economic analysis identified that
several of the commercial and industrial
properties within the project area were
being underutilized and redeveloping these
properties would help stimulate economic
growth. New development opportunites
seen in Figure 2.7 would stimulate economic
growth by providing more local employment
opportunities, investment in local businesses,
and increased municipal tax revenue.
Increased tax revenue provides more
opportunities for city spending on public
works projects and neighborhood services,
improving the economic health of the
project area and creating a more sustainable
community.
Action item 3.1B, is an example of how
redeveloping underutilized commercial
and industrial properties would provided
opportunities to help stimulate economic
growth within the project area.

Figure 2.7 Redevelopment Opportunities
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Photo by Laurel Skinner

Holt Ave.’s car-oriented roadways decreases
pedestrian street activity, resulting several
commercial properties becoming vacant
and underutilized. Holt Ave. possesses
many properties with high redevelopment
potential. Due to its role as one of the main
east-west corridors as well its location within
opportunity zones. The Holt Ave. corridor
provides future economic opportunities.
Mixed-Use Development Benefits
Mixed-use developments are a combination
of land uses that provide shorter distances
between living, work, commercial, and
recreational destinations (Smart Growth
America , 2013).
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Proximity to retail stores, restaurants,
local attractions, and access to alternative
transportation increase community activity,
helping to stimulating the local economy
(Smart Growth America, 2019).
Property and sales tax are two main sources
of revenue for the City of Pomona (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2014; Brown, 2019).
Mixed-use developments provides both
sources of revenue on one property, while
decreasing upfront infrastructure cost, and
outgoing services such as fire, police, and
ambulance due to denser development
(Smart Growth America, 2013). Increased
revenue strengthens the economic health of
municipalities, providing more opportunities
for spending on public work projects and
neighborhood services, creating a more
sustainable community.

requiring them to work more than full time
hours, and/or borrowing from friends and
families increasing financial stress.

OBJECTIVE 3
Prepare local residents for careers that
provide living wages

Although there are several ways to affect
living wages, the second objective under
expanding economic opportunities focuses
on positively affecting household income by
attracting and retaining jobs that pay a living
wage and reducing household transportation
costs. New development close to desirable
amenities will increase public and private
investment resulting in new businesses and
more local jobs.

Increasing living wage jobs will require
equipping residents with alternative skillsets.
Establishing educational programs and
pipelines to local colleges such as Cal Poly
Pomona and Western University will be
important in providing younger generations
opportunities to further their education.

Walkable access to alternative transportation
options, as well as incentive programs for
locals, should increase the likelihood that
workers will use alternative transportation,
decreasing their transportation costs (Smart
Growth America, 2019).

OBJECTIVE 2
Increase opportunites for local
households to earn a living wage

Pomona’s community centers, street fairs,
and festivals provide opportunites to reach
the entire community. Expanding workforce
resources at social gatherings benefits
community members not enrolled in the
education system. Workforce development
gives opportunities to acquire needed
skillsets and on-the-job-training, increasing
the likelihood residents obtain and retain
living wage jobs.

Many residents within the project area
currently live below the poverty line, with
unemployment and underemployment
playing a major role.
Unable to obtain a living wage results
in residents forgoing basic necessities,

Photo by Downtown Pomona Social Media
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GOAL 3: Expand Economic Opportunities
OBJECTIVE 1
Increase municipal tax revenue
through enhanced development
of underutilized commercial and
industrial properties

A. Educate businesses on opportunity zone incentive that allow investors to defer, reduce, or eliminate taxes
on unrealized capital gains in downtown Pomona and along Holt Avenue
B. Develop commercial and mixed-use projects on vacant or underutilized properties along Holt Avenue
C. Create pedestrian-oriented streets in downtown Pomona and along commercial corridors to increase
street activity, sales, and municipal tax revenue
D. Highlight Pomona’s strength as healthcare sector to attract like minded business, forming healthcare cluster
E. Utilize the 2013 Corridor Specific Plan recommendations for improvements along Holt Avenue, Mission
Boulevard, and Garey Avenue Corridor
F. Promote downtown Pomona’s art and music culture as a destination for arts community
G. New projects should include avoidance guidance and displacement plan for affected communities

OBJECTIVE 2
Increase opportunites for local
households to earn a living wage

A. Attract living wage jobs by creating work centers near active living amenities (bike lanes, green spaces,
walkable amenities)
B. Create transit-oriented work districts near the Gold Line and Metro-Link stations in order to attract living
wage jobs
C. Educate local businesses on opportunity zone benefits of access to loans and venture capital need to
expand small business
D. Decrease transportation cost for residents by providing access to transit stops within ¼ mile of residential
neighborhood
E. Use opportunity zones to develop innovation and small business hubs that support local businesses and
entrepreneurs

OBJECTIVE 3
Prepare local residents for careers
that provide living wages

A. Plan workforce events at social gatherings (farmers markets, street fairs, chalk art festival) where
participants get extra benefits for attending
B. Promote educational programs that empower and support students to pursue education after high school
C. Collaborate with Western University and Cal Poly Pomona to develop pipeline between high schools,
colleges, and professional education
D. Use strong community centers as work centers that provide local residents services that include job
listings, on-job-training, and employee recruitments

Table 2.3 Goal 3 Objective and Action Items
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Goal 4

Enhance community identity
and cohesiveness in
neighborhoods
Improving community identity and cohesive
neighborhods are important for empowering
citizens with strong place attachment and
practice of place. Some scholars even
attribute these as integral to the economic
success of a city as well as “help people
appreciate ecological aspects of cities”
(Hsiao, 2012). By enhancing identity and
cohesiveness, citizens can bond with the
place they live in.

OBJECTIVE 1

Strengthen neighborhood identities with
particular emphasis on neighborhoods with
weak identity
In meeting with several community leaders
from Pomona ACTS, it was echoed by many
that several neighborhoods in Pomona do
not feel a strong sense of identity. As in
figure 1.14, in the imageability analysis, it is
shown that multiple neighborhoods lacked
identity. Neighborhoods have been found
to benefit from cohesiveness in several ways
including

nuturing a sense of security, community
pride, and social capital, maintaining mental
health, and decreasing crime (2040
Hayward General Plan, n.d.).

OBJECTIVE 2

Activate public spaces for nighttime
use to support accessbility, socialbility,
comfortability, and encourage activity
In meeting with Pomona ACTS, the Pomona
night life was discussed as only targeting the
bar scene and needs to change to support
all age groups. In addition to this, climate
change is causing rising temperatures which
will make many public spaces inhospitable
during the normal hours currently open to
the public (Poon, 2019). Increasing night
time activity can also help boost the local
economy and create defensible spaces
(Stute, 2015;2040 Hayward General Plan,
n.d.).

four additional parks outside of the project
area. All of the parks only have one movie
night per year. In order to increase the use of
parks at night, increasing these movie nights
could be a good way to help engage different
demographics in the community.
The age ranges targeted in these events also
need to be diversified. Currently, due to the
nature of Day One being a youth centric
organization, all of the movies nights held are
meant to target the same audience.
Movie nights could also be expanded to
other night time events. Hosting events
such as these help normalize park use at
night, something more commonly done
in countries with warmer climates (Poon,
2019).

By increasing access to public spaces, such
as parks, can help as Pomona moves away
from urban sprawl to urban densification.
For example, Action Item 4.2B proposes
activating parks for night use. Currently the
non-profit “Day One” holds movie nights
in the park. However, only half of the parks
in the project area currently receive these
services. Day One does hold movie nights in

By Kevin Baird “Atascadero Movie Night Panorama adjusted”
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OBJECTIVE 3
Goal
4

Organize the community, encourage
volunteerism, and increased recreation to
foster sense of ownership
Volunteerism has many benefits, such
as accessing diverse skills, experience,
and information and building community
relationships (Knowhow Nonprofit, 2016).
All of these attributes could help benefit
the community by being a way to increase
recreation and foster a sense of ownership.
Staff in community services feels recreation
of Pomona suffers of lack of marketing and
limited avaliability in terms of programming.
Volunteerism could assist providing the
resources the city cannot afford whilst
keeping recreation grounded as suggested by
the community.

By Ray Sangga Kusuma , Unsplash
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By Zach Vessels, Unsplash

OBJECTIVE 4

Reduce the number of vacant lots and vacant
store fronts into active and clean spaces

For example, action 4.4B focuses on
the stewardship of vacant lots. With the
large number of vacant lots in the city
of Pomona, getting citizens invovled in
identification of lots in need clean up could
greatly help identify nusance properties.
This type of program also helps citizens feel
engaged and empowered in beautification
of their neighborhood. Finally, these type
of programs can also become a score of
revenues for cities as well as create some
opportunities for jobs. Some cities, such as
Philadelphia, have sucessfully used this kind
of program (City of Philadelphia, n.d.).

Pomona has a large number of vacant lots
and store fronts. By activating these spaces,
the community can enjoy more public green
space and can help decrease park poverty.
Greening of vacant lots has many benefits
with a long history dating back to the their
use as Victory Gardens in World War ll
(Mallach, 2018). Greening vacant lots
have been found to help reduce crime, gun
violence, stress, depression; and considered
one of the cheaper interventions for a
city (University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine, 2018). Also, when vacant lots are
left unaddresssed they cause a decrease in
tax revenue (Sisson, 2019).

By Jed Owen, Unsplash
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GOAL 4: Enhance community identity and cohesiveness in neighborhoods
OBJECTIVE 1
Strengthen neighborhood identities with
Objective
1: emphasis on neighorhoods with
particular
weak identitiy

Increase municipal
tax revenue through
enhanced
development of
commercial and

OBJECTIVE 2
Activate public spaces for nighttime
use to support accessbility, socialbility,
comfortability, and encourage activity

OBJECTIVE 3
Organize the community, encourage
volunteerism, and increased recreation to
foster sense of ownership

A. Establish and enhance nodes of public activity in neighborhoods where they do not currently exist, including
parks, plazas, or spaces where the community can gather.
B. Install and enhance physical landmarks that lend distinctiveness to each neighborhood, including
architectural, sculptural, artistic or natural elements that provide identity and assist in wayfinding
C. Identify to natural and human-made edges that limit circulation in defining neighborhoods. Strengthen
and/or weaken edge definition where appropriate to provide identity while connecting neighborhoods.
D. Analyze which sites that are considered nuisances that detract from neighborhood identity and look at how
remedy issues with those spaces.
A. Provide adequate lighting in public spaces by increasing current lighting to create safe visible environments
B. Expand on existing movie night in the parks program to be placed in an expanded number of parks,
incorporate other activities such as night markets, and increase age ranges targeted
C. Implement a 24 hour summer park days from the months of June-September in parks
D. Increase food concession stands in parks to encourage usage of parks at dinner time.
A. Empower residents and improve sociability by providing incentives for volunteering
B. Create partnerships with the private sector and non-profit sponsors to create new recreation programs in
lower income areas, such as below Holt
C. Periodically survey citizens about preferences for recreational programs to ensure usage at city nodes
D. Support neighborhood cleanup initiatives and ensure that weeds, litter, and building safety codes are
enforced to maintain property appearance, occupant safety, and property values, especially in nodes and
landmarks
E. Educate residents, businesses, and community-based organizations about the land use and zoning
framework, as well as, the planning and development process

OBJECTIVE 4
Reduce the number of vacant lots and
vacant store fronts into active and clean
spaces

A. Require storefront vacancy reporting across all areas of the city
B. Create a reporting system for vacant lots where concerned citizens can call the city and report owners
who are not maintaining their lots; these individuals will be issued a warning to clean their lots within a certain
time frame and if these individuals do not meet such time frames the city will sent out a cleaning crew and
send the owner a cleaning bill
C. Create temporary vacant land use policies to create temporary active space use, such as community
gardens

Table 2.4 Goal 4 Objectives and Action Items
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Introduction
Figure 3.1 shows the team’s selected
neighborhoods for the design phase of
the project. These neighborhoods are
strategically selected to effectively visualize
the project area plan.
The neighborhoods have diverse issues
that best represent the challenges and
opportunities of the project area. Gold Line
focuses on preparing the neighborhood
for the incoming Gold Line expansion to
Pomona in 2025. East Holt Avenue explores
property redevelopment for increased
economic opportunities. Downtown and
Western University examines interventions
to create a vibrant, revitalized downtown
area. Lastly, Washington Park looks into
creating a robust open space that is
accessible for everyone.
Each neighborhood design illustrates the
different goals, objectives, and action items
as proposed in the project area plan. It also
shows the different ideas that could be used
to improve these communities.

Gold Line

Downtown and Western
University
East Holt Avenue

Washington Park

Figure 3.1 Neighborhoods Selected for Design in the Project Area
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East Holt Avenue

Downtown and Western University

Washington Park

Photo Collage of the Project Area’s Selected Neighborhoods
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Gold Line
By Morgen Ruby

The Gold Line neighborhood is characterized
by large industrial warehouses and minimal
transit-oriented activity, despite an existing
Metrolink station. There is no green space,
no food sources aside from the pizza and
donut shops in the southeast corner, and
only about 300 residents live in a small
neighborhood in the southwest corner. If the
Gold Line were to open today, its potential
to serve the community as a viable resource
has limitations, as outlined in Chapter One.

Figure 3.2 shows the majority of the
neighborhood is to be redeveloped for
transit-oriented development.
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To see how much of the existing industrial
infrastructure could be adapted for reuse, an
adaptive-reuse scoring system determined
if a building could stay and be reused or if
the particular business should be relocated
within Pomona to an area that better suits
the land use. Criteria used in this scoring
system were: historical significance,
improvement ratio, building size and height,
and architectural significance.
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opportunity to improve
connections
suitable buildings for
adaptive reuse
relocate businesses

opportunity for Thompson
Creek greenway
existing bus stops
existing bus lines
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Figure 3.2 Neighborhood Analysis
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NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN

LEGEND

The design concept for the neighborhood
resembles spatial rings around the Metro
station serving a different purpose and land
use at each distance. It is designed to allow
for a walkable, pedestrian, and
transit-oriented community.
Inner Ring
The innermost ring symbolizes a dense
commercial/retail core. One will find some
commercial in the northwestern corner,
this is because a policy (2.2B) calling for
transitional zoning between industrial and
residential. To the north of our project
boundary there is industrial warehousing,
which sets the framework there.

neighborhood
boundary
parcels
open space
commercial/retail

residential
residential over
commercial/retail
residential over

G
M

Middle Ring
The middle area presents opportunity for
office space within a walking distance from
the train stop. There is ample space for new
jobs accessible to many.
Outer Ring
The outer edge is for residential townhouses
and multifamily homes. Because the goal is
a dense transit-oriented community, there
will not be any more additional single family
homes aside from what exists already.

Figure 3.3 Neighborhood Analysis
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CIRCULATION

Local Rapid Transit
A Local Rapid Transit system is proposed
to run between the two major transit hubs
in the community: the Gold Line and
Downtown Metrolink station. This would
improve access to the southern end of
Pomona where there is lower car ownership
and income levels as well as provide a critical
transit connection for regional commuters.
Vehicular Circulation
There is to be primary North-South and
East-West corridors in the neighborhood

A

A’

Figure 3.4 Public Transportation Routes

11’
Class I Bike Lane

Figure 3.6 Section A-A’: Internal Primary Street Corridor
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Figure 3.5 Vehicle Circulation
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to improve access on all sides, and form a
grid network for easy-to-navigate streets
that optimize efficiency for commuters and
residents. Secondary streets will provide
two-lane traffic to maintain movement.
Tertiary streets will be one-way to ensure
room for pedestrians and cyclists. This road
dieting is intended to deter non-essential
traffic in order to prioritize walkability.

STREET CORRIDORS

Internal Primary Corridor Section
Figure 3.6 shows a section of the internal
North-South street corridor characterized
by Class I bike lanes to separate bicyclists
from vehicles, a two-lane road, and one lane

B
B’

of on-street parking. Vegetated parkways
will help reduce neighborhood temperatures.
Metro Station Section
Figure 3.7 shows a section of the
neighborhood core, or inner ring of the
TOD. There will be two-lane traffic on both
sides of the metro stop to support vehicle
use. Surrounding the station will be bikeshare
and carshare stations to support the goal of
increased transportation opportunities.
Thompson Creek Greenway
The western edge of the neighborhood
presents a unique opportunity for a
greenway network for bicyclists, pedestrians,

20’
2-Lane Corridor

10’
Rail Line

Thompson Creek Greenway

and vegetated habitat. Currently, it is the
channelized Thompson Creek, bordered
by 10-20’ wide fenced-off trail. The image
above shares its potential as a pedestrian and
bikeway connector to the transit stations.

10
Rail Line

Ticket
Vending

15’
0

10 ft.

N

Figure 3.7 Section B-B’: Metro Station
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East Holt Avenue
By Brian Neshek

East Holt Ave. is located along one of
Pomona’s main east west arterial roadways.
Holt Ave. bisects the project area, creating
a strong boundary between north and
south Pomona. The disparities mentioned
in Chapter 1 Analysis, are present in this
transitional neighborhood, mirroring the high
poverty, unemployment, pollution burden,
and inequitable access to amenities seen in
southern neighborhoods.

Figure 3.8 illustrates the proximity residents
live to conflicting polluting industrial land
uses. These conflicting land uses deter
walkability and prevent the community from
actively using the area.
Existing conditions along East Holt Ave.
can be seen in Figure 3.9. It identifies
current issues and assets as well as the
key opportunities and constraints. Lack of
neighborhood identity along East Holt Ave.

is another constraint. Neighborhood
identity is strengthened through landmarks
and recognizable nodes, places where the
community wants to gather.
East Holt Ave. posses the foundations for
recognizable nodes such as Garfield Park,
and many develop-able properties. However
existing issues and constraints, prevent the
community from utilizing them as gathering
spaces.

NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS

East Holt Ave. is a vehicle oriented
commercial corridor, surrounded by mixed
residential, and industrial land uses to the
south.

Figure 3.8 Existing Land Use
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Figure 3.10 Opportunites and Constraints

Figure 3.9 Existing Conditions, Opportunities and Constraints
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DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Existing Buildings

1. Improve pedestrian and bike 		
infrastructure along Holt Ave.

Proposed Buildings
Implemented
Design Objectives

2. Increase tree canopy within 		
neighborhood
5

3. Redevelop underutilized properties
into recognizable nodes
4. Provide land use buffer between 		
residential and industrial land uses

6

1

3

6
2

5. Facilitate pedestrian connections, 		
increasing walkability
6. Promote mixed use development to
increase economic opportunities

NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN

The proposed design for the East Holt
Ave. creates a more complete corridor
amied at revitalizing the commercial and
industrial areas, stimulating economic
opportunity. East Holt Ave. is redesigned
using a people first approach, prioritizing
pedestrians and bicycles. Infill and new
development along the corridor should focus
on development that provides everyday
retail uses for the surrounding residential

6
5

4
4

Figure 3.10 East Holt Ave. Neighborhood Design
areas. Underutilized properties are
redeveloped, creating recognizable nodes
and community gathering spaces. Properties
located between industrial and residential
areas are better utilized as work campuses,
retail, and office space separating disjointed
land uses. Finally, mixed use development
provides affordable housing withing walking
distance of amenities further attracting new
businesses and private investment.

Holt Ave. Redesign
East Holt Ave. prioritizes vehicle efficiency
reducing foot traffic in the area. Figure 3.11,
shows lack of bike lanes forces cyclists to
ride on sidewalks or alongside high moving
traffic. Holt Ave.’s wide roadways promote
high vehicular speeds leading to dangerous
conditions particularity for pedestrians and
cyclists.
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In order to improve safety conditions,
guidelines and case studies were assessed
to find ways to reduce vehicular speeds,
improve safety, and promote a more bike
and pedestrian friendly environment.
Average Daily Traffic (ADT), provides
a good starting point when considering
implementing a road diet. Although Holt
Ave’s ADT is at the higher end, it falls
within the range for a successful road
diet. East Holt Ave.’s sufficient ADT, high
number of collisions, multiple travel lanes,
minimal transit stops, and removal of truck
routes, shows a road diet can be successful.
Multiple design solutions were considered
but in order to provide a safer, more active
corridor, reallocating one lane in each
direction was necessary.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 illustrate the benefits
of implementing a road diet along East Holt
Ave. The reimagined East Holt Ave. would
provide a better pedestrian experience
with space for wider sidewalks, protected

Figure 3.13 Holt Ave. Redesign
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bike lanes, and a multi-functional lane that
provides parking, transit stop locations, and
rideshare pick-up and drop-off zones. Due
to its role as a commercial corridor, redesign
preserves on-street parking and facilitates

left hand turns when needed. Reducing one
travel lane, a planted center median and
recognizable pedestrian crossings will help
slow vehicular speeds, increasing activity and
revitalizing East Holt Ave.

Figure 3.11 Holt Ave. Existing Conditions

Figure 3.12 Holt Ave. After Proposed Road Diet
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Garfield Park Plaza
As the only park in the neighborhood,
Garfield Park provides much needed open
space for this community. A negative
perception results in Garfield Park being
recognized as a troubled asset to the
surrounding community. Expanding the
park itself is limited due to the surrounding
residential land use.
Figure 3.14 illustrates how creating a
stronger connection can expand Garfield
Park’s reach across Holt Ave. A midblock crosswalk, repaving Holt Ave. the
length of Garfield Park, and increasing
line of sight helps create one large space.
Across Holt Ave, underutilized properties
consist of vacant buildings, open air auto
shops, and businesses that do not create

Park-Plaza Connection

Retail &
Restaurants

Expanded
Community Center
Utilize
Parking Lot

Affordable Housing

Figure 3.14 Garfield Park Plaza

Garfield Park Plaza

a sense of destination. Adding amenities
that compliment Garfield Park such as an
expanded community center, restaurants
and utilizing the parking lot for farmers
markets and food truck nights, can
transform this area into a recognizable
community gathering space.
The Collection along Holt Ave.
A proposed mixed use development
with retail on the ground floor and office
space above provides a buffering land
use separating disjointed residential
and industrial areas. Different from the
retail along Holt Ave. which meets the
community’s everyday needs, retail in this
development will aim to draw a wider market
creating more of a destination. Building
alignment creates a pedestrian boulevard
that visitors can walk down while providing

through block connections increases
walkability for the neighborhood. The
proposed design offers retail and workspace
within walking distance of residents,
benefiting the community, while also
creating another potential community node.

Ground Floor
Retail & Restaurants

Upper Floors
Office Space

Figure 3.15 The Collection along Holt Ave.
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Downtown and
Western University
By Sancho Cagulada

The Downtown - Western University
Neighborhood which approximately
measures a quarter square mile, is located
at the center of the project area. It is
bounded by the Metrolink railroad to the
north, Mission Blvd. to the south, Main St.
to the west, and Towne Ave. to the east.
Garey Ave., the city’s main north-south
thoroughfare, transects the neighborhood.

Figure 3.16 Downtown and Western University Neighborhood
Aside from Downtown and Western
University themselves, several points of
interests are located within and adjacent to
the neighborhood - the Metrolink Station,
Fox Theater, and the Pomona Civic Center.

NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS

Figure 3.17 shows the neighborhood’s
existing conditions The neighborhood has
a few pocket parks mostly located within
Downtown and Western University. Vacant
lots are seen south of Western University
while a massive amount of underutilized
parking lots are located throughout.

Downtown Pomona’s Fox Theater on Google Streetview
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Meanwhile, major streets are not suitable for
leisurely walking and biking as majority of the
bicycle and pedestrian collisions occur along

Garey Ave., Mission Blvd., and Towne Ave.
In general, the neighborhood has poor tree
canopy.
As mentioned in the team’s economic
viability analysis, several properties in
the project area could be potentially
redeveloped. Seen in Figure 3.19, darker
shades of blue identifies properties that are
more suitable for redevelopment. Most of
these properties are commercial parcels
along downtown, Mission Blvd., and south of
Western University.
Based on the neighborhood’s existing
conditions, key opportunities and constraints
were identified. These serve as the rationale
behind the design proposal.

Gaining Momentum
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LEGEND
open spaces
vacant lots
parking lots
bicycle collisions

pedestrian collisions
traffic volume
poor tree canopy
redevelopment potential
darker color, more potential

Poor tree canopy, poor
bicycle-pedestrian infrastructure,
and underutilized streets along
Mission Blvd. and streets
along Downtown Core

Underutilized commercial
properties in Downtown show
opportunities for revitalization

1st St. is underutilized in terms
of traffic volume, and can be
possibly repurposed.

Pedestrian and bicycle collisions
occur on intersections along
Mission Blvd., Garey Ave.,
and Towne Ave.

Parking lots south of Western
University can be repurposed
into a different land use

Figure 3.17 Existing Conditions, Key Opportunities, and Key Constraints
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Guided by the project area plan, specific
design objectives were determined
to address the neighborhood’s key
opportunities and constraints (Figure 3.18).

1. Dedicate 1st St. into a greenway

Collectively, these objectives are seen to
create a dynamic synergy to create a more
livable and vibrant neighborhood. Increased
housing would potentially support business
revitalization in downtown. New open spaces

would enhance neighborhood identity and
cohesiveness. All of these are in parallel to
the overall vision of the project to create
livable, vibrant, and resilient communities in
the project area.

2. Revitalize Downtown through
commercial, office, and housing

3. Dedicate several parking lots and
vacant lots for a new open space

0

4. Increase tree canopy along
Downtown, Mission Blvd.,
Garey Ave., and Towne Ave.
Figure 3.18 Neighborhood Design Objectives
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5. Improve pedestrian-bicycle
infrastructure along Mission Blvd.,
Garey Ave., and Towne Ave.

200ft

N

6. Dedicate parcels for additional
multi-family housing
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Garey Ave.

Main St.

Metrolink Station

0

50ft

N

Figure 3.19 1st St. - Metrolink Station

Palomares St.

Creating a greenway on 1st St. shows a
dramatic transformation as the design
reclaims the roadway into a green space.
It would provide the neighborhood a
communal space for leisure, recreation, and
wellness. The design also proposes bike lanes,
additional tree canopy and vegetation, and
improved sidewalks along the major streets.
These increase safety and pedestrian traffic
in the neighborhood. These improvements
encourage visitors and residents to explore
local businesses in downtown.

Mission Blvd.

0

100ft

N

Figure 3.20 Mission Blvd. - Palomares St.

Visualizing the Proposed Greenway at 1st St.

Visualizing the Street Improvements at Palomares St.
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Washington Park
By Laurel Skinner

Washington Park is the southern most
neighborhood in the project area. The
neighborhood is predominantly residential.
There is a large industrial area to the east.
It is important to note that although there
is an industrial area, there are residential
homes throughout. Along the industrial/
residential border Reservoir St. is a truck
route which increases issues with pollution
and decreases the safety of the street
There is one prominent node in this
neighborhood which is Washington
Park. Washington Park is beloved
by the surrounding community. This
neighborhood also has a landmark in the
form of Washington Elementary, which
could benefit from better access to bus
and walking routes. Figure 3.23 explains
the opportunities and constraints for this
neighborhood more fully.

Towne Ave.

NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS

Mission Blvd.

Grand Ave.

There are eight design objectives for this
neighborhood, as shown in Figure 3.24.

Figure 3.21 Opportunities and Constraints
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Towne Ave.
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Mission Blvd.

Figure 3.23 Bus Routes

NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN

Grand Ave.

Bus Route
As can be seen in figure 3.25, the current
bus route runs down Reservoir St. It does
not provide direct access to Washington
Elementary or Washington Park. Instead
it provides more traffic on a truck route
where it is no desire to have individuals stand
outside and wait for buses in direct contact
with pollution. Also those living on Towne
Ave are two blocks away from the nearest
bus stop. By moving this route over to San
Antonio Ave and putting stops at both the
park and the school accessibility can be
improved, as well as Towne Ave. In addition,
doing this would be within walking distance
for individuals needing to get to Reservoir St.

Figure 3.22 Design Objectives
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Figure 3.24 Current Parcel

Figure 3.25 Proposed Densification
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Figure 3.28 shows how the park could
be renovated to service a more diverse
population. The focus here in figure 3.29
is the expansion of the park by using the
city lot to create more open space. This
also helps provide access to people coming
from 9th St. In this figure the tennis court is
changed into an updated community center
with an indoor basketball court. Picnic areas
are scattered throughout the park to ensure
help draw user to different areas of the
park so that one area is not so heavily used.
There are additional walking access points
throughout existing lots to increase safety.
These access points connect to an added
walking loop 3/4 of a mile. The southern
most parking area would become a transit
center for bus drop off and bike share.

City Yard

Basketball
Court

Parking
Open
Play
Space

Baseball

Parking

Parking
Playground
Swim
Community
Center
Baseball Center
Tennis
Court

Figure 3.26 Current Park Programming

Picnic
Area
Basketball
Court

Parking
Parking

Picnic
Area

Open
Play
Space

Parking

Tot Lot
Soccer
Field

Baseball

Playground

Baseball
Transit
Center

Picnic Community
Center
Area

Swim
Center

Walking Loop

Parcel Densification
Many lots in this area have potential for infill
to increase housing opportunity. Figure 3.26
is an example of what a current lot looks
like. Figure 3.27 shows it renovated to help
create more housing for more families.

Park Programming
Currently Washington Park is a strong node
in the community. It is frequented by many
despite being underfunded and having poor
accessibility. Some of the amenities in the
park are run down, such as the basketball
court that has drainage problems. It is also
worth noting that there is a tennis court,
which according to community leaders, is
never used for tennis and there are no picnic
areas. In addition to this, there is a city lot
above the park which could be expanded to
provide more use.

Figure 3.27 Proposed Park Programming
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Road Diets
Reservoir St is unique in that the west side
is residential and the east side is industrial.
As can be seen in figure 3.28, there are
no measures to increase walkability and
bikeability as this is a truck route. In addition
to this the lanes have been narrowed and
decreased. Something that is needed right
now is to decrease the speeds on this street
where many accidents happen. Removing
the parking on the east side (right) is
important. Many businesses use the streets
for parking, but that parking should legally
occur on their properties. Another issue
on this street is big rigs which open park in
the middle turn lane. To prevent this, more
medians need to be planted. Finally, creating
a planted barrier on the west side would help
residents with pollution and create more of.

Existing

Towne Ave, Grand Ave, and San Antonio
Ave’s are all very similar in design and their
primary issues are needing to increase
walkability and bikeability. This neighborhood
has significantly less traffic than other
portions of the project area, it can be easily
argued that the number of lanes is excessive.
Instead, protected bike lanes could be
beneficial. By putting bike lanes on the inside
of parking in protected lanes it protects
not only the bikers, but also protects
pedestrians. The example of this for Towne
Ave is shown in figure 3.29.

Proposed

Residential

7’

9’

9’

21’

Proposed

9’

10’

9’

9’

9’

7’

Industrial

10’

10’

Figure 3.28 Road Diet-Reservoir St.
Existing Residential

10’

7’

17’

10’

11’

10’

10’

10’

17’

10’

10’

Washington Park

7’

Figure 3.29 Road Diet- Towne Ave.
Food Access
This neighborhood has only one option for
food in a walking distance, small convenience
store markets. Figure 3.23 shows these small
markets. Figure 3.24 shows where a new
market could be put in to increase

accessbility. With proper support these
markets could increase opportunity for
residents to have access to healthy food at a
walking distance. It is important to note that
a key to these smaller markets success is
walkability in an area.
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